INTRODUCTION
Let H be a Hilbert space over the field K (R or C), with inner product (* 1 a). For a bounded linear operator T on H, the numerical range has a very natural definition which was introduced, in the finite dimensional case, by Toeplitz in I918 [9] as follows: The numerical range W(T) of T is the set of scalars defined bY W(T) = {(TX 1 x); 0x0 = I}.
The numerical radius w(T) of T is defined as the number w(T) = sup{1 X 1; X E W(T)}.
The following are some known facts in the linear theory [2] , [3] , [a.
(a) The numerical range of an operator is always convex.
(b) The closure of the numerical range of an operator contains its spectrum.
(c) If p E G is such that S = dist(,u, W(T)) > 0, then q (pI -T)-lo < 6-l.
No concept of numerical range appropriate to general Banach spaces appeared until 1961 and 1962, when distinct though related, concepts were introduced independently by Lumer [S] and Bauer [I] . Lumer defined the concept of semiinner product on a Banach space as follows. We say that a complex (real) semiinner product is defined on a complex (real) Banach space X, if to any x, y in X there corresponds a complex (real) number [x, y] Lumer showed that every Banach space (X, q . 0) has at least one semi-inner product [., .] such that (v) [x, x] = [7x0*, XE x.
In terms of a semi-inner product, the definition of numerical range used for Hilbert spaces at once generalizes to give the definition of the numerical range W(T) for bounded linear operators T on X, as follows W(T) = {[TX, x-J; q xc] = 11. (3) This definition has the serious defect that is not an invariant of the Banach space (X, 0 * q ), since, except when the unit ball of X is smooth, there are infInitely many semi-inner products on X satisfying (v). However, this defect is more apparent than real, for Lumer proved the formula sup{Re X; h E W(T)} = lim q l1 + ",' q -' , n+o+ from which follows that EW( T), the closed convex hull of W(T), is independent of the choice of semi-inner product satisfying (v).
Bauer's paper [I] was concerned only with finite dimensional Banach spaces, but the concept of numerical range that he introduced is available without restriction of the dimension. Let X be a Banach space over 06 (Iw or C), X* its dual space, and denote by (x, x*) (x E X, x* E X*) the duality map between X and X*. Then for any bounded linear operator Ton X, the "spatial" numerical range V(T) is defined by V(T) = {(TX, x*); 0x0 = ox*0 = (x, x*) = I},
and the spatial numerical radius a(T) of T is the number v(T) = sup{] h 1; h E V(T)}.
A result by Bonsall, Cain and Schneider [2] assures that V(T) is a connected subset of K, unless X has dimension one over Iw; and Crabb [3] has shown that the convex hull of the spectrum of T is contained in the closure V(V(T) of the spatial numerical range of T. When X is a Hilbert space, V(T) coincides with the classical numerical range. If X is a Banach space with a smooth unit ball, then V(T) coincides with the numerical range W(T) corresponding to the unique semi-inner product [., .] satisfying (v) . For a general Banach space X, V(T) is the union of all the nume-rical ranges W(T), corresponding to all choices of semi-inner products satisfying (v); and for each choice of semi-inner product, coV(T) = cow(T). (7) The proofs of these essertions can be found in [2] and [3] .
In [4] Furi and Vignoli defined a numerical range for the class of all quasibounded (nonlinear) maps on a Hilbert space H, and gave some of the basic properties of such numerical range. What we shall do here is to define a numerical range for a broader class of maps; the "numerically bounded" maps on a Banach space X, and study it in a more systematic way. Among other properties, our numerical range will be compact and connected, and will coincide with V(T), in the particular case when T is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space X.
That our numerical range is already closed does not pose any particular problem since, as far spectral theory is concerned, it is the closure of the numerical range (e.g., Crabb's result) the set who plays an important role.
The plan of the work is as follows: In Section 2 we will define some Banach spaces of nonlinear maps which are going to be the object of study in this work. For reasons that are going to be apparent in later sections, we found more convenient to deal with maps of the form F: X x X* -+ X, instead of maps f:X-,X,th e a er 1 t b eing a particular case of the former. In Section 3 we will define the *-numerical range for the maps F; and in Section 4 we will see what form take our previous results when dealing with the mapsf. In Section 5 we are going to define the *-asymptotic spectrum of a map F and study its relations with the *-numerical range. Section 6 is devoted to the purpose of obtaining ana analoge of Lumer's formula (4) for the class of Lipschitz maps. In Section 7 we will introduce the concept of (nonlinear) adjoint of a numerically bounded map, and we will show that they have the same numerical range. In Section 8, as in [5] , we will obtain some surjectivity results for compact numerically bounded maps. Finally, in Section 9 we are going to define the numerical range for the numerically bounded vector fields on the unit sphere of a Banach space.
To end this section we are going to review some elementary definitions. 
Define 1 f /, the quasinorm off, to be the infimum of all B > 0 for which (1) holds for some A 3 0, i.e.,
Notice that 1 . 1 is a seminorm on Q(X).
(4 Let f, g E Q(X). Th e mapping f is said to be "asymptotically equivalent" to g if / f -g 1 = 0. It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation.
If f is asymptotically equivalent to a TEL(X), then we say that f is an "asymptotically linear" map.
(e) Q(X) is the normed space of all equivalence classes of quasibounded maps, i.e., Q(X) = Q(X)/N(I . I), where f E N(I . I) iff If 1 = 0. The norm in Q(X) is the one induced by [ . I, and will be denoted in the same way. It is shown in [5] that Q(X) is a Banach space.
2. SOME BANACH SPACES OF NONLINEAR MAPS DEFINITION 2.1. The norm x weak* topology in X x X*, is the topology in X x X* given by the norm topology on X and the weak* topology on X*.
We define the following subsets of X x X*.
for Y > 0, and no = (J II, .
00
The following two results are essentially due to Bonsall, Cain and Schneider [2; loo-1031. LEMMA 2.1. Let r denote the natural projection of X x X* onto X, and let A be a subset of l7,. that is relatively closed in l7, with respect to the norm x weak* topology. Then m(A) is a (norm) closed subset of X.
Proof. Let (.zn} be a sequence in r(A) such that x, -x0 E X. There exists a sequence (A$> in X* such that ((xn , .Y:)} C A. In particular, the sequence {xX} is bounded in X* (since {x~} is convergent and ox,0 = q xfn). By the weak*-compactness of the closed unit ball in X *, there exists an A$ E X* such that xz -x0* , and q x$0 < lim infnxzm = limnx,n = q x,,~. Where the corresponding subsequence of {xi} has been denoted by the same symbol (xt}. We have (x0 ) x,*) = <x0, x,* -XT> + (x0 -x, ) XX) + (x, , .$), and so
Since the right hand side of this last inequality tends to zero as n goes to infinity, we obtain (x0 , x,*) = •x,,~~; and hence &,n < 0x$0. Thus we have shown that q x,~ = q x$n > Y, (xa , x,*) = flx,,~*, i.e., (x,, , x$) E A and ~T(x,, , x$) = xr, E n(A). Therefore ~(-4) is closed.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Each II, (Y > 0) and Ii',, are connected subsets of X x X* with the norm x weak* topology, unless X has dimension one over R.
Proof. First we show that each l7, is connected. Suppose we have I7, = A u B, where A, B are relatively closed in II,. and A n B = D. The previous lemma implies that n(A) and r(B) are norm closed subsets of X, and z(A) u n(B) = (x E X, 0x0 3 Y}. Suppose that x0 E +A) n n(B). Then there exists xf , xz E X* such that (x,, , xf) E A and (x,, , x.$) E B. We have for 0 < t < 1 .1x0, tx: + (1 -tJ x*) = t(x, , x,*> + (1 -t)(x,, , x,*} = oxon", and hence q tx: + (1 -t) x;O 3 lJxo~ (0 < t < 1). Also q tx; + (1 -t) x:0 < tnxru
Thus we have shown that (X" 9 tx; + (1 -t) x$) E Ii-, (0 < t < I), which is impossible since A n B = O. Therefore r(A) n r(B) = 0. Now, if X does not have dimension one over R, then the set {x; 0x0 > Y} is connected. Thus we must have r(A) = 13 or n(B) = O. Therefore II,. is connected. That I&, is connected follows immediately from [7; 2281, since {IT,; Y > 0} is a directed family of connected subsets of X x X*. From now on we shall assume that II,, has the norm x weak* topology induced as a subset of X x X*. Also we shall assume that X does not have dimension one over R. Our theory being trivial in this case. DEFINITION 2.2. Let F: I&, -X be a continuous map. We say that F is "*-bounded" if We denote by B,(X), the vector space of all *-bounded maps. Notice that q *[7.+ is a norm on B,(X).
We can consider the vector space B(X) as a vector subspace of B,(X) in a natural way, namely; if fE B(X), then the mapping F(x, x*) =f(x) belongs to B,(X) and q fU = UFO*. PROPOSITION 
B,(X) is a Banach space.
Proof. This is a standard argument, and so it will be omitted. DEFINITION 2.3. Let F: I7,, + X be a continous map. We say that F is "*-quasibounded" if
We denote by Q*(X) the vector space of all *-quasibounded maps. Notice that 1 * I* is a seminorm on Q*(X). Obviously one has B,(X) C Q*(X) and 1 F I* < q FO* . By elementary examples it is easily seen that the inclusion is proper.
We can consider the vector space Q(X) as a vector subspace of Q*(X) in a natural way, namely; if f E Q(X), then the mapping F(x, x*) = f(x), belongs to Q*(x) and If I = IFI,. Proof. Let p2 = 0~~0" + j3x*02, and define F,(x, x*) = F(x, x*) if p 3 n, FJx, x*) = p/nF(n/px, n/px*) if 0 < p < n.
We have Therefore F, E B,(X) for all n large enough and q F,0 * -j F I * as n + 00. Proof. Let {p,J b e a sequence in Q*(X) such that C 1 p,, I* < 00. We have to show that Cp,, converges. By Proposition 2.3, for any positive integer n we can choose G, E B,(X) such that e,, =F,, and q G,o* < 1 F,, I* + 2~".
Since B,(X) is Banach, C G, converges to an element GE B,(X). From the continuity of the linear projection B,(X) -+ Q*(X) we obtain x e, = xpn = G. Which is what we wanted to prove. DEFINITION 2.5. Let F: II,, -+ X be a continous map. We say that F is "*-numerically bounded" if
We denote by U',(X) the vector space of all *-numerically bounded maps.
Notice that w.+ is a seminorm on IV,(X). If F E rV,(X), then we let
Obviously one has Q*(X) C W,(X) and w,(F Then F = F, + F, . The maps F, and F, are called the "normal" and "tangent" components of F respectively. LEMMA 2.2. Let F E W,(X). Then:
(a) <FJx, x*), x*) = iF(x, x*), x*>, (x, x*) E no.
(b) (FJx, x*), x*) = 0, (x, x*) E IT,.
(4 F, E Q*(X) and I E: I * = w*(F).
Proof. They follow immediately from the definitions.
The following result is also obvious. It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation.
(b) ?p,(X) is th e normed space of all equivalence classes of *-numerically bounded maps, i.e., me,(X) = M'*(X)/N(w,), where FE N(w,) iff w,(F) = 0.
The norm on l@*(X) is the one induced by w.+ , and it will be denoted in the same way. But {pm,,} is a sequence in the Banach space Q*(X), and it follows from (1) and Proposition 2.5 that the series 1 P,,] converges to an element E E o+(X). Since the mapping Y: Q*(X) -+ I@*(X) is 1 inear and continuous we must have
But p = pD for FE W,(X). Hence from (2) We define the *-numerical range Q,(F) of F as the set Qn,(F) = f-) 4~Pr). Proof. Since FE lV,(X), then the sets CF(fl,) are bounded for all r > 0 large enough. Now {$,(n,)} is a nested family of compact nonempty sets, therefore by Cantor's theorem Q,(F) # D and is compact. Now from Proposition 2.1 we have that each +,(17,) is a connected subset of K. Thus Q,(F) being an intersection of a nested family of compact connected sets is connected as well [7; 2361. The following properties of the *-numerical range are easy to check. We calf w,(F) the "* -numerical radius" of F.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions of Q.+(F) and w*(F). Proof. We shall show a little more, namely; that for any p E K, there exists h E Q,(F) such that LY+.(~FL~T -8') = 1 p -A j. By definition of +(~7r -F), there is a sequence {(xn , x:)} in II,, such that q x,0 3 n and (1) Since FE W,(X), without loss of generality we may assume that the sequence is convergent to some h E Q.+.(F). Thus from (1) we obtain M&T -F) = / p -h I.
Next we give another characterization of the *-numerical range. Here y is the Hausdorff metric in r(K).
Hence 1 a,(F) -ol,(G)I < w*(F -G). (f) From (d) and Proposition 3.6 we have a*(F) -I x I < (Y*(h -F) = 0, x E Q*(F).

Recall that if (n/r, d) is a metric space and r(M) denotes the set of all non-void
Proof. We have (1) y(QJF), Q*(G)) = max{sup{dist(h Q*(F)); X E Q*(G)), sup (dist(h, Q*(G)); h E Q*(F)}}, and from Proposition 3.5 (2) dist(h, L?,(F)) < w&r -F), dist(h, Q*(G)) < w+& -(3.
Also propositions 3.6 and 3.7(c) imply
and a.&--G) = or&h -F) + (F -G)) < CL&T -F) + w*(F -G) = w*(F -G), X E Q*(F).
From (2)- (5) we obtain (1).
THE NUMERICAL RANGE
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X,, = X -{0}, and f: X,, + X be a continuous map. We say that f is a "numerically bounded" map, if the map F: X,, --+ X given by F(x, x*) = f(x) is *-numerically bounded, i.e.,
In this case the numbers w,(F), a,(F) and the *-numerical range Q,(F) are denoted by u(f), a(f) and Q(f) respectively. We denote by W(X) the vector space consisting of all numerically bounded maps on X0 . Notice that W(X) can be considered, in a natural way, as a vector subspace of W,(X), and that w is a seminorm on W(X). Obviously one has B(X) C Q(X) C W(X) and w(f) < If I G of 0.
That the inclusion Q(X) C W(X) . p IS ro p er is shown in the following example:
Let X = R2 and f: UP + R2 be given by f(xl , x2) = (x1 + (xl2 + s22)1h2 , x, -(xl2 + x~~)~'~x~). Then we have w(f) = 1 and j f 1 = co. Notice that even though f is a function defined on X0, the normal component f" Off is actually defined on l7,, . This is one of the reasons why we studied in Section 2 the more general maps F: I& --f X.
Of course, this ambiguity disappears if X is a Banach space with a smooth unit ball. Since, in this case, there is a unique semi-inner product [*, .] in X such that [JC, zc] = q xn2, x E X; and the formulas for w(f ), a(f ), Q(f), f,, and f7, for a given f E H'(X), take the form w(f) = lim sup '[fd"$l' To end this section we shall give the following diagram, which relates the different vector spaces that we have dealt with. The arrows represent the obvious linear maps defined between them, and this is a commutative diagram.
B(X) -B,(X) 5. THE *-ASYMPTOTIC SPECTRUM
In [5] Furi and Vignoli defined the "asymptotic spectrum" Z(f) of a quasibounded map f on X, as the set
Among other things, they showed that Z(f) is compact; that if TEL(X), then Z(T) is the approximate point spectrum of T, and if T is also compact, then Z(T) is precisely the spectrum of T. In this section we are going to define the "*-asymptotic spectrum" Z,(F) for F E Q*(X), and study its relations with the *-numerical range Q*(F). (4 4F+G)Gd,(F)+IGI,.
(4 d,(F) -I G I * < d,(F + G). (e) 1 d,(F) -d,(G)1 < 1 F -G /* . So d, is actually defined in Q*(X). (f) d,(F) < I X I, X E Z+(F).
Proof. It is analogous to the one given in Proposition 3.7, so it will be omitted. See also Proposition 2.1 in [5] . Recall that a Banach space X is said to be uniformly convex, if whenever x,EX,~~EX, ~x,O<l, q ynU<1 and q s,+y,O-+2, then Ox,-ynn -+ 0. PROPOSITION 5.3 . If X is uniformly convex and F E ,Q*(X), then {A E L?,(F); I A I = j F I,} C Z,(F).
(1)
Proof. Let h E G*(F) and 1 X / * = ) F I* . We may assume that h f 0, for otherwise P = 0 and the result follows immediately. Since we may replace F by A-lF, there is no loss of generality in assuming that ( F ( .+ = h = 1. 
and 1 F I .+ = 1, it follows that But (4) and X uniformly convex imply q (r -Wn ,4XI --, o OX,0 .
Hence from (5) we obtain d,(n -F) = 0, i.e., 1 E Z:,(F).
A NONLINEAR \~ERSION OF LUMER'S FORMULA (5)
Our aim in this section is to prove a nonlinear version of Lumer's formula (4) in Section 1 for the class of Lipschitz maps (Proposition 6.3) . But before we do this, we are going to state an elementary result which is a generalization of the well known properties of the logarithmic norm for bounded linear operators on a Banach space X. PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X be a Banach space, and let @ be a vector space of continuous maps f: X, + X such that I E @. Let (T be a semi-norm dejined on @ such that a(I) = 1. If for every f E @ we define
('1 then the limit (1) exists and satisfies the properties:
Proof. That the limit (1) exists, follows from the fact that a(1 + pf ), 0 < p < co, is a convex function of p. Properties (a)-(d) are immediate from the fact that (I is a seminorm on @. (2) we let p ---f O+.
PROPOSITION 6.3. If f: X-X is a Lipschitz map, i.e., there exists k > 0 such that
sup Re Q(f) = u'(f) = 1 f I'.
Proof. Since, clearly W'(f) < /f I', f rom the previous proposition we see that it suffices to show that
Let p = sup Re Q(f) and pr = sup Re $X17,) (r > 0), where c$~ is as in Definition 3.1. We have for (N, x*) E nr (r > 0)
'--p~x~~x*~ <f (XL x*i al--pReOxOox*n 2 1 --p sup Re$, (fl,.) and using the fact lim,,, pr = I*, we obtain (4) for all p > 0 sufficiently small. If we apply (1) we obtain
Thus, if we let 0 < p < l/k, we see from this last inequality that we can choose q .xn > Y large enough so that ox + pf(x)O > r.
Hence we can apply (4) (5) and (6) (8) we let p -+ 0+, we obtain (3), and this completes the proof.
THE NUMERICAL RANGE OF THE ADJOINT
If Y is a Banach space, then Yt and Yz will denote the dual of Y together with the norm (strong) and weak* topologies respectively. We denote by the canonical isometric embedding of X into its bidual (X$)z . A well known result of Goldstine [lo] asserts that J(BR) is weak*-dense in Bi*, where B, = (x E X; q x[? < R} and Bs* = {x** E (Xz):; [7x**n < R} (R > 0). Since our objective in this section is to study maps from XT x (q)X, into Xz , we define the following sets II,* = {(x*, x** ) E X$ X (X,*)z ; q x*[? = us**0 > r, But first we need the following result.
LEMMA 7.1. II;' is norm x weak* dense in IIF (r > 0), i.e., in the topology of xz x P3*, .
Proof. We have to show that given (2: , A$*) E fl: , there exists a sequence {(yn , yz)) in 17, such that q y; -$0 ---f 0 and yn -x0** (weakly)
(1) Now, from Goldstine's theorem we know that there is a sequence {xn> in X such that ox,0 < l-Jxo**u = ox,*0 and x, -x,**.
In particular we have I<x, ? a$) -(x,*, x,*")I + 0.
Thus we can find a subsequence of {xn}, which will be denoted in the same way {zc~}, such that l~%l v x,*;> -<x,*, .$*)I < (112n)" 0x0*0*, and hence from (2) (4) From (4) and the Bishop-Phelps-BollobQ Theorem [3] , we see that for each n there exists II, E X, uf E X* such that q un0 = •~~0 = {u, , uz) = 1 and 0% -%llu~,*ucl -c l/n, 024; -xo*:uxo*~o < l/n.
If we let yn = q .V,*O u, and yk = q x$nu$ , then q Yncl = q Yxl = elm >, y, q m* = 0, , y,*>, i.e., {(un , rf)} C n., . Now, from (5) We have for each x* E X* KY, t x*> -<x*, $*>I < l(y, , x*> -(Xn )x*)1 + l(Xn , x*> -<x*, x,**>i G q Yn -x,0 q ~*cl + 1(x,, x") -(x*, $*)I From (2) and (6) (2) Combining (1) and (2) 
Then we say that g is an adjoint off. Note that, in this case, we have (2) One could be tempted to define an adjoint off, by imposing the condition (f(E), x*> = (3, g(x")), x E x, x* E x*.
But, as one can easily see, this condition would imply that both f and g must be linear. Of course, if TEL(X), then its (unique) Banach-adjoint T* EL(X*) satisfies condition (1) above.
That an adjoint, in the nonlinear case, does not have to be unique, it is shown in the following: In the sense that, for obtaining surjectivity results, they have more freedom of choice with the scalars X # 0, and we with the functions f.
The technique used here for obtaining surjectivity results for numerically bounded compact maps, is essentially the one developed in [5] , except for minor modifications.
Let f E W(X) be compact and such that 01 Let f be as above and h E K. As in [5] we say that XI -f is admissible for surjectivity (s-admissible) if A # 0 and @I -f) > 0. We set
A homogopy @: X x [0, l] + X is said to be an s-homotopy if the following conditions are satisfied: Two s-admissible maps are said to be s-homotopic if there exists an s-homotopy joining them.
The following result is the analoge of Proposition 3.1 in [5] . The assertion follows from (a).
(e) We want to prove that the map f,: X+ X defined by f,(x) = X-If(x) + p), has a fixed point for any p E X. By property (c) 
THE NUMERICAL RANGE FOR VECTOR FIELDS ON THE UNIT SPACE
Let X be a Banach space and S = {x E X; oxu = l> be the unit sphere in X. Let @: S -+ X be a continuous map on S, i.e., a "vector field" on S. We say that 0 is numerically bounded, if the map 6(x) = q a@(o~o-'.4, x i 0, is numerically bounded. In this case we let w(G) = w(6), a(@) = a($) and sz(fD) = Q(6).
If we set 17 = {(u, u*) E x x x*; q uu = rJu*o = (u, IA*) = I}, then an analogous proof as the one given in Proposition 2.1 shows that IT is a u = o.xu-lx E 5' and p = axe we see that /3(u -p@(u)) = y, and this completes the proof. COROLLARY 9.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and @ be a compact tangent vector jield on S, i.e., Then R+(l -p@)(S) = H for p E K.
Proof. Immediate from the previous proposition, because our hypothesis implies that ~(0) = 0.
